
(1) 

 

from epidermis 
 

 

 

 

notice of one, in place of   combined value of 

 

notice of  itself  so, far  being less  rules over nothing 

 

over its prosperity  is not willing  by the eternal  building  

 

finished  would call across  its property  of loss cannot be 

 

   loosening self 

 

 

 

of loss   expression commonly used 

 

replaces infinite  invite all day, ah 

 

quite so,  such acceptable 

 

  maybe trees miss their leaves 

 

 

 

 

in a sonic language 

 

so, or         might    between 



 

 

 

 

may have perpetual hiccup  of a latin pig and horse g(r)eek 

 

of a numerological repose   to painful stimuli  because a shark can  

 

survive two  months on one meal 

 

 

fairground, 

 

 the trappings 

 

   

    and trimmings 

 

thinking  the unthinkable 

 

   genealogy of 

 

 

  

 

 

  which 

 

  bolster hoop 

 

   finished,  if 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



(2) 

 

 

if one looks at the sky 

 

declare further synapses extraneous 

forego the synapse retreat from reality resilience 

jury nullification  

and other anti matters 

linguistic antidote antibodied 

bitter formula formaldehyde 

 

i moved in a direction opposite the earth 

sometimes you have to push down hard on the handle 

to get people to move 

 

small important things that night at dinner shared an outline 

occasionally undergo underdog under god golf 

a nurse remained all was silent 

bring on the silence made up of relief 

 

there are countless cases 

some in a fertile county consume little 

which people are fit for legislation 

sitting in little cages for months at a time 

 

similar patterns have been observed in millions of amoeba 

waves of electrical activity coursing through hearts 

people would stay awake for twenty or thirty hours at a time 

words having no relation to people or mental images 

like a mirror to a face 

a strange escape from which there is no escape 

 

looking out onto the lawn 

a thin piece of metal you could hold at both ends 

despite the fact it isn't raining 

& even if this were not the case 

 

in every sea 

shell out 

at the edge of 

 

a result of riots which remain unwritten 

of course living machinery has a purpose 

though embryologists are rarely convinced 

 



i have watched many a university audience 

trying to guess 

followed by electric shock 

 

to a lesser extent  

they had been married for nine years 

and had both been addicts 

forcing her to live in the basement storage 

room with her young sons 

 

many homeless women have tried to conform 

to understand the instrumental value 

but if so moreover 

a joint account of justification of mostly false beliefs 

these factors skewed the consensus in genetics 

 

dissolving the paradox in a glass of water 

in memory's repetitive pain   

as it ought to be 

at the foot of the cathedral 



 

(3) from BLANK CITY 

 

* * * 

 

wanting to write a poem that is only monosyllables played 

to the tune of birds ducking hunting rifles.  my doctor 

said to spend an hour doing something i love even if it 

is only five minutes. real life isn't so good.  hiding in the clothes 

of mark twain only illness gives me time to think.  while 

lying in bed all day commuters crowd into delayed 

shabby trains streaked with dirt headed for unwanted 

destinations. in the retrograde amnesia of rogue 

nations developmentally challenged budgets bathe 

in toxic sludge.  will no one stop the war on 

poets.  why the fetuses are all stillborn 

 

* * * 

 

your leg caught in my web of chaos.  difference 

which scares you into omission. may i rest  

my case now. in a broken world the despair that remains 

seated while the earth turns pale with fine and delicate 

bubbles beneath the shroud of turin. in a floating 

death trap while sending a stern message to 

a strange virus we cannot pinpoint.  is it vision  

or delusion that causes me to sink in 

the bathtub as we are now experiencing 

technical difficulties.   hurry up 

 

* * * 

 

trying to be the person in the mirror but failing.  taking apart 

the phone you cannot reassemble.  the persecution 

never stops tho the defense always rests.  i dream 

of smashing the figurines of the girl next door. 

with no desire to attain a human world. philosophers 

drenched in solitude.  at the point where the isolation 

became self-imposed.  with once virginal words. 

students hope the courts will always be in recess 

 

* * * 

 

montage of money laundry. at the risk of spreading. 

the extent of a boundary or surface. an incentive 

not to look.  in psychic variants of wardrobe malfunction. 



low linguistic austerity probability events. half of the 

soldiers returning. an emblem of a victimized country. 

victimless crimes still request revenge though hoping for a jobless  

recovery. hail mary full of graves. quitting my job to become a battlefield but 

seeming.   then I begat everywhere.  shoulders always in silhouette. hidden  

bubbles in your shirt.  a ripple until the wind began. see for example  

 

 

 

* * * 

 

even if sin is ignorance.  having worked at obscuring knowledge. 

retreating from world markets of the feral underclass proving 

supple confusion.  my shop is radiant.  a colonial past 

may have room for epiphany if consensus never occurs.  for 

the relative good and the relatively good 

 

 

* * * 

 

because i lived in a trailer home full of cats.  there is cat shit everywhere  

cuz i forgot to buy a litter 

box. i am on my way to a store which i can't find and run into 

my university colleagues in the middle of the street having a  

meeting at a picnic table covered with bowls of ramen.  so i sit  

down for a while but stores that 

sell cat litter boxes won't leave my head.  slipping out i run into two  

of my students who say they have been trying to find me to  

discuss their papers. once i finally get away the store is closed.  so i  

go back to my home which has 

turned into a old bus with cat shit everywhere.  and i am blamed for 

killing someone.  so i have to find another store that is open, i think 

i know one accessible by subway as i can no longer find my car or 

whenever i find it it doesn't start or the key doesn't work.  so i head  

for the subway but run into my colleagues. after sitting awhile and 

pretending to listen i slip out again and reach  

the subway but wait at the wrong platform, so then it is the next day  

and i find myself in an unfamiliar city 

 

 

 

* * * 

 

 

music which camouflages thoughts  

becomes a new disguise tho i don’t know 



how the individual sounds are  

produced. momentarily is the ability 

passing above your head. i performed 

a service in saying the apparent 

logical form of a proposition is not 

real nor what we want 

 

 

 

* * * 

 

 

a buried self hidden 

in words.  death of the real self when in the last episode the poem  

consumes all.  while disturbing the universe via women's position in society. animals  

humans cannot grasp.  covering mortality.  in the voice of a bespectacled  

secretary.  whatever became of.  mountain of corpses cannot be filmed.  only  

a partial meltdown 

 

* * * 

 

 

 

a refugee from false symbols.  too many trashy works are published. to 

achieve a sustainable belief in hidden parameters.  it is hard to believe 

certain works have an author.  an infinite number 

of numbers.  at the bottom of a flight of stairs. what was in the earth 

 

 


